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Have a lot of fun...

```bash
ip-10-0-2-15:~ # lscsi
[0:0:0:0] disk ATA model ion /dev/sda
```

```
/dev/sda:

Model=model, FwRev=version, SerialNo=serial
Config=[ ]
RamCHS=0/255/255, TrkSize=65524, SectSize=512, ECCbytes=4
Blksize=512, Sectors=1665536, SecsPerCluster=1
Based Block Address=1
PIO modes: pio0 pio1 pio2 pio3 pio4
DMA modes: sdma0 sdma1 sdma2 adma0 adma1 adma2
UDMA modes: udma0 udma1 udma2 udma3 udma4 udma5
```

```
AdvancedPM=no WriteCache=enabled
Drive conforms to: ATA/ATAPI-5 published, ANSI INCITS 340-2000: ATA/ATAPI-4,5,6,7

* signifies the current active mode
```

```bash
ip-10-0-2-15:~ # hdparm -t /dev/sda
```

```
/dev/sda:
Timing buffered disk reads: 342 MB in 3.01 seconds = 113.55 MB/sec
```

```bash
ip-10-0-2-15:~ #
```
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